
Y A M A N A K A 
L ACQUERWARE



About
Yamanaka L acquerware

Yamanaka lacquerware is made in the Yamanaka Onsen area of Kaga City, Ishikawa 
Prefecture.

Yamanaka has long been home to a large number of wood craftsmen and boasts the 
largest production of ground wood products.

Yamanaka lacquerware expresses natural texture by utilizing wood grain patterns.

The most distinctive feature of Yamanaka lacquerware is the vertical grain pattern that 
forms as the wood grows.

In addition to wood products, there are also modern lacquerware with
urethane coating on a plastic resin base. Some of those lacquerware can
be washed in a dishwasher.
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Products: 
Lacquer panel, The wood panel made with 
Gold & Silver threads of Japanese Kimono 
"Kyoto NishijinOri". 
By applying multiple layers of paint with 
our unique polishing technique and skilled 
craftmanship, we provide the best quality 
products. It creates three-dimensional 
effect that cannot be expressed by printing.

 ▞ Picture Frame Lacquer Panel
Retail price in Japan 180,000 JPY js00028773

Products:
Lacquer art panel The wood panel made 
with Gold & Silver threads of Japanese 
Kimono "Kyoto NishijinOri". 
By applying multiple layers of paint with 
our unique polishing technique and skilled 
craftmanship, we provide the best quality 
products. It creates three-dimensional 
effect that cannot be expressed by printing.

 ▞ Lacquer art panel
Retail price in Japan 100,000 JPY js00033418

APLUS Co., Ltd.
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01 | APLUS Co., Ltd.
Products: Lacquer panel, The wood panel made with Gold & Silver threads of Japanese Kimono 
"Kyoto NishijinOri". By applying multiple layers of paint with our unique polishing technique and 
skilled craftmanship, we provide the best quality products. It creates three-dimensional effect that 
cannot be expressedby printing. Concept of Brand:We produce decoration panels and interior 
products based on the technique of the traditional craft "Yamanaka lacquerware". (See more...)

Concept of Brand:
We produce decoration panels and interior 
products based on the technique of the 
traditional craft "Yamanaka lacquerware". 
We offer you the products with our finest 
finishing such as wall panels, information 
signs, tables and dishes etc. for hotels 
& restaurants. We produce the original 
products 
according to your size, design and budget.

Concept of Brand:
We produce decoration panels and interior 
products based on the technique of the 
traditional craft "Yamanaka lacquerware". 
We offer you the products with our finest 
finishing such as wall panels, information 
signs, tables and dishes etc. for hotels 
& restaurants. We produce the original 
products according to your size, design and 
budget.
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It's a cup made by hollowing out a cherry 
tree. It's light, strong, and lovely. The 
lacquer is carefully finished using the 
lacquer technique that makes the most of 
the gentle grain of the cherry blossoms.
The combination of a very cute form and 
a new sensation of lacquer was born.It can 
be used for a wide range of drinks, from 
cold beer and wine to warm drinks.

 ▞ cherry cup shizuku  glossy red clear  blue 
     fresh green

Retail price in Japan 7,000 JPY js00033614

The zelkova wood with little distortion is 
ground with a plane while leaving random 
lines.It is extremely robust because it is 
finished with lacquer from the base to the 
top coat.From small to large sizes, it fits 
compactly and the lid can also be used as 
a plate. Since it can be used, it is a full-
fledged bowl that can be used to complete 
a basic meal with just this one bowl.
The base coat is black lacquer, and the 
vermilion lacquer is layered on top of it. 
This technique is called "negoro-nuri" and 

 ▞ wooden vessel 4 piece set
Retail price in Japan 20,000 JPY js00033615

ISHIKAWA SHIPPOHDO Co., Ltd.
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02 | ISHIKAWA SHIPPOHDO Co., Ltd.
Founded in 1947 in Yamanaka Onsen, Ishikawa Prefecture. The first generation "Shozo Ishikawa" 
has consistently made high-quality wood and lacquer, and has continued to make traditional 
craft Yamanaka lacquerware. The second generation "Kiichi Ishikawa" and the third generation 
"Minoru Ishikawa". has inherited the business of Yamanaka Lacquerware for over 450 years.

is a unique technique that has been handed 
down from generation to generation.
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"Chitose" means a thousand years, a long 
time. A gentle form that fits perfectly in 
your hand. The soup bowl made with a 
wish so that it can be used a thousand 
years. You can enjoy the soft texture by the 
delicate potter's wheel technology unique 
to Japan. Uses Five types of solid wood: 
Castor aralia , Wild cherry tree , Japanese 
Alder , Zelkova , Oak.
//attention
Cannot be used in microwave, dishwasher 
and oven.

 ▞ Chitose wan Na (wooden soup bowls)
Retail price in Japan 3,600 JPY js00011879

Easier to use, simpler. "Noto Hiba Cypress 
chopsticks" in Ishikawa Prefecture. 
This product is made of "Noto Hiba 
Cypress", a prefectural tree in Ishikawa 
Prefecture. 
Noto Hiba Cypress is a wood found only 
in Ishikawa.
Since it contains a lot of hinokitiol, it 
is excellent in antibacterial, insect and 
deodorant properties, does not rot easily, 
and has high water resistance.

 ▞ Noto Hiba Cypress chopsticks
Retail price in Japan 700 JPY js00011881

Touch a tree / kifure
Chopsticks with a sense of nature. 
Solid wooden chopsticks carved from 
precious Japanese raw wood. 
The pentagon that fits the fingers gently is 
our original. 
The tips of the chopsticks are rounded to 
make them easier to pinch. 
Choose from 3 types of wood(zelkova , 
cherry tree , gingo).
The coating is lacquered.

 ▞ kifure precious chopsticks
Retail price in Japan 850 JPY js00031391

"Chitose" means a thousand years, a long 
time. A gentle form that fits perfectly in 
your hand. 
The soup bowl made with a wish so that it 
can be used a thousand years.
You can enjoy the soft texture by the 
delicate potter's wheel technology unique 
to Japan.
Choose from three colors by laquer paint 
 ( BN , BK , RD).

 ▞ Chitose wan Co (wooden soup bowls)
Retail price in Japan 3,800 JPY js00031390

KANORYU Co., Ltd.
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03 | KANORYU Co., Ltd. [1/2]

Our company located in Yamanaka Onsen , Kaga City, Ishikawa Prefecture. As the name suggests, 
it is a hot spring town surrounded by mountains (yama = mountain). Its history is very old and 
it is said that it was discovered by Gyoki, a high priest of the Nara period, 1300 years ago. Then, 
a group of craftsmen migrated 400 years ago and lacquer ware making became popular. Our 
company makes lacquer ware and wooden tableware in such a historical place. (See more...)
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Traditional Japanese Bento Box "Mage 
wappa"
A simple yet courtly bento box with added 
functionality.
It can be washed in the dishwasher by 
special coating (silicone glass).
The paint does not prevent the wood from 
breathing, so it has the unique aspect of 
humidity control of a wappa bento box.
Choose the color from NA or BN.

 ▞Wappa Bento box small(dishwasher-safe)
Retail price in Japan 3,100 JPY js00031392

"Yama." is a series of tableware with bold 
shapes made by delicately wood turning.
With the concept of "in & out", the 
tableware can be enjoyed at a higher level 
both inside and outside the home.
Enjoy the smooth surface and gentle color 
of birch.
// attention
Cannot be used in microwave, dishwasher 
and oven. Since this product is made of 
natural wood, the grain and color of each 

 ▞ Yama . hako (wooden lunch box)
Retail price in Japan 7,000 JPY js00011880

KANORYU Co., Ltd.
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product may differ. You can't avoid knots, 
scratches and stains that trees have too.
Please note that you cannot specify these. 
"Chitose" means a thousand years, a long 
time. A gentle form that fits perfectly in 
your hand. 
The soup bowl made with a wish so that it 
can be used a thousand years.
You can enjoy the soft texture by the delicate 
potter's wheel technology unique to Japan.
Uses Five types of solid wood : Castor aralia 

, Wild cherry tree, Japanese Alder, 
Zelkova, Oak.
// attention
Cannot be used in microwave, 
dishwasher and oven.
Since this product is made of natural 
wood, the grain and color of each 
product may differ. You can't avoid 
knots, scratches and stains that trees 
have too. Please note that you cannot 
specify these.
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Our company located in Yamanaka Onsen , Kaga City, Ishikawa Prefecture. As the name suggests, 
it is a hot spring town surrounded by mountains (yama = mountain). Its history is very old and 
it is said that it was discovered by Gyoki, a high priest of the Nara period, 1300 years ago. Then, 
a group of craftsmen migrated 400 years ago and lacquer ware making became popular. Our 
company makes lacquer ware and wooden tableware in such a historical place. (See more...)
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[about JUBAKO]
• Japanese traditional food vessel (three

tiers boxes with a cover)
• You can put variety kind of food in

each box and also stacked them.
• The origin of JUBAKO is the lunch box

for the nobles and lords.
So they look very gorgeous.

• It looks beautiful and the table becomes 
gorgeous just by placing it on the table.

 ▞ jubako/3tires stack box with lid/ICHIMATSU GOLD 
     (red) 5.9"15cm

Retail price in Japan 4,500 JPY js00028215

[about JUBAKO]
• Japanese traditional food vessel (three

tiers boxes with a cover)
• You can put variety kind of food in

each box and also stacked them.
• The origin of JUBAKO is the lunch box

for the nobles and lords.
So they look very gorgeous.

• It looks beautiful and the table becomes 
gorgeous just by placing it on the table.

 ▞ jubako/3tires stack box with lid/ICHIMATSU GOLD 
     (black) 5.9"15cm

Retail price in Japan 4,500 JPY js00028214

[about JUBAKO]
• Japanese traditional food vessel (three

tiers boxes with a cover)
• You can put variety kind of food in

each box and also stacked them.
• The origin of JUBAKO is the lunch box

for the nobles and lords.
So they look very gorgeous. 

• It looks beautiful and the table becomes 
gorgeous just by placing it on the table.

 ▞ jubako/3tires stack box with lid/ICHIMATSU SILVER  
     (black) 5.9"15cm

Retail price in Japan 4,500 JPY js00028216
Many different types of food can be neatly 
arranged at once. The small boxes set 
inside can also be used independently.
[par set]

•

•

Large stack box × 2 (19.5 × 19.5 × 6cm),
Large lid  × 1(19.5 × 19.5 × 1.5cm)
Small inside box × 4 (9.2 × 9.2 × 3.8
cm), small lid × 2 (9.2 × 9.2 × 0.5cm)

[Color]
• ICHIMASTU GOLD (red/gold)
• ICHIMASTU GOLD (black/gold)

 ▞ Two-tiered food serving boxes ICHIMATSU
Retail price in Japan 6,000 JPY js00031081

KITAICHI SHIKKITEN Co., Ltd.
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KITAICHI SHIKKITEN is one of the leading company of Japanese lacquer ware that founded 1809. 
Hiroyuki Kitaichi, the 7th president, has focused on modern lacquer ware that is especially easy 
to use and fits the modern lifestyle. Especially , JUBAKO, traditional Japanese vessel is popular 
and has many fans in Japan and abroad, because of its beautiful design and ease of use. Brand 
concept: By arranging dishes in a three-tiered space, you can provide customers (See more...)
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[About KARAKUSA/arabesque pattern]
Since ancient times, the arabesque pattern 
has been loved around the world as a lucky 
pattern that signifies prosperity.
This product expresses the arabesque 
pattern on a beautiful gold and silver 
base using Japan's unique maki-e print 
technique.
[about JUBAKO / Japanese stackbox]

• It looks beautiful and the table becomes 
gorgeous just by placing it on the table.

 ▞ Jubako/3tires stack box with lid/ KARAKUSA (arabesque) 
      / 4.7"12cm

Retail price in Japan 4,000 JPY js00031108

[about JUBAKO]
• Japanese traditional food vessel (three

tiers boxes with a cover)
• You can put variety kind of food in

each box and also stacked them.
• The origin of JUBAKO is the lunch box

for the nobles and lords.
So they look very gorgeous.

• It looks beautiful and the table becomes 
gorgeous just by placing it on the table.

 ▞ jubako/3tires stack box with lid/SAKURA 5.9"15cm

js00028651 / js00028652

[about JUBAKO]
• Japanese traditional food vessel (three

tiers boxes with a cover)
• You can put variety kind of food in

each box and also stacked them.
• The origin of JUBAKO is the lunch box

for the nobles and lords.
So they look very gorgeous.

• It looks beautiful and the table becomes 
gorgeous just by placing it on the table.

 ▞ Jubako/3tires stack box with lid/ HANAMARU 
      (sakura & maple)

Retail price in Japan 5,000 JPY js00033438
These colorful and beautiful bowls are 
large enough to hold rice or noodles 
and can be used for a variety of dishes. 
Dishwasher and microwave safe. They are 
suitable not only for home use but also for 
restaurant use. You can also order your 
favorite color. It is also possible to order 
with your restaurant's logo. The material 
used is recyclable PET resin, which is 
environmentally friendly.
Color: yellow-green, red, black, white, 
purple , Capacity: 850ml

 ▞ Colorful multi bowl/5.7"14.5cm

Retail price in Japan 1,500 JPY js00031082

KITAICHI SHIKKITEN Co., Ltd.
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KITAICHI SHIKKITEN is one of the leading company of Japanese lacquer ware that founded 1809. 
Hiroyuki Kitaichi, the 7th president, has focused on modern lacquer ware that is especially easy 
to use and fits the modern lifestyle. Especially , JUBAKO, traditional Japanese vessel is popular 
and has many fans in Japan and abroad, because of its beautiful design and ease of use. Brand 
concept: By arranging dishes in a three-tiered space, you can provide customers (See more...)
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Easy wrapping with an exclusive furoshiki 
wrap.
A highly portable, light, but still elegant 
tool.
Put it in your bag and create your precious 
moment at any time in anywhere.
A kit with original furoshiki wrap, 
tea bowl, tea powder container, small 
confection dish with legs, bamboo spoon, 
tea whisk, tea whisk pipe-holder, and 
wooden coaster. 

 ▞ IPPUKU TEDUTSUMI Scarlet Crepe
Retail price in Japan 29,000 JPY js00033915

There are several typical shapes in tea 
bowls for tea ceremony utensils. Their 
shapes and forms have been refined 
through tradition and innovation over a 
long history.
This product is a "well" among those 
wonderful shapes, finished with 
craftsmanship using natural wood.
Wooden bowls are light and hard to break, 
do not lose heat, and do not transfer heat 
to the hand.

 ▞ MEIBUTSUGATA CHAWAN IDO
Retail price in Japan 12,000 JPY js00033916

The form loved by Sen no Rikyu, the 
founder of the tea ceremony.
It is called a "natsume," in which matcha 
(powdered green tea) is kept.
It is made with only wood, clay, and 
lacquer, and takes three to five years to 
make.
It is then painted with black and vermilion 
lacquer.

	▞ Akebononuri	Kiriaikuchi		Chunatsume
Retail price in Japan 29,000 JPY js00033917

Nishimoto Co., Ltd.
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05 | Nishimoto Co., Ltd.
Company history Nishimoto Co. Ltd. is pleased to produce tea ceremony tools. We are a historic 
brand of Yamanaka-nuri lacquerware. We nurture, develop, and refinethe traditional handcraft 
of Yamanaka-nuri in the culture of tea ceremony. With a large market share in the production 
of tea lacquerware, we proudly present pleasant items with our long traditions, know-how, along 
withthoughts to contribute to the tea culture and train up experts-to-be. Idyllic (See more...)

The beautiful grain of the wood created by 
nature and the warmth and gentle touch 
that cannot be experienced with ceramics 
can be felt.
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My Tumbler is designed to be disposable 
in a sustainable world.
This tumbler can be used at home, on the 
way out, in the office, or at a coffee shop.
In order to make a tumbler using only 
natural wood, it is essential to select the 
best wood and processing techniques. 
Although the shape is simple, it is a 
product that cannot be imitated by others.
Prototype in progress.

 ▞ Coffee Tumblers
Retail price in Japan 18,000 JPY js00033751

shirasagi mokko
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06 | shirasagi mokko
We process only natural wood produced in Japan. When dealing with natural materials, the most 
important thing is to have a good eye for wood. The first step in creating a good product is how to 
identify the best wood and bid for it at a reasonable price. We process good materials with high 
technology to produce high quality vessels. We make high quality vessels by processing good 
materials with high technology.
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Takenaka is a brand that has been making 
beautiful, high-quality lunch boxes and 
tableware for over 90 years in Japan. Our 
Bento Box is created with a blend of 100% 
recycled PET bottles. Unlike other mass-
produced plastic bento boxes, Takenaka's 
products feature on-trend colors in high 
gloss finishes, which are not only eye-
catching, but safe for the consumer as well. 
All items are microwavable, dishwasher 
safe, and BPA free.
Offering two airtight levels, our modern 

 ▞ BENTO BITE DUAL
Retail price in Japan 3,500 JPY js00005117

Takenaka is a brand that has been making 
beautiful, high-quality lunch boxes and 
tableware for over 90 years in Japan. Our 
Bento Box is created with a blend of 100% 
recycled PET bottles. Unlike other mass-
produced plastic bento boxes, Takenaka's 
products feature on-trend colors in high 
gloss finishes, which are not only eye-
catching, but safe for the consumer as well. 
Cutlery Set- A set of Knife, Fork, and 
Spoon

 ▞ CUTLERY SET
Retail price in Japan 2,500 JPY js00005119

TAKENAKA Co., Ltd.
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07 | TAKENAKA Co., Ltd. Takenaka is a brand that has been making beautiful, high-quality bento boxes and tableware for 
over 90 years in Japan.

Bento Bite Box Dual provides a variety of 
space options as well as a fork, removable 
partition, and secure strap. The top tier 
of our Japanese lunch box snaps into the 
bottom tier providing a safe, condensed 
storage solution. 
The two-tier variety pack option is perfect 
for mixing different variations of food and 
snacks that stay fresh and safe in their own 
compartments! 
Ready to snack on? Grab your Bento Bite 
Box Dual in a color that you'll love today!

No on-the-go meal kit is complete without 
this durable, easy-to-wash cutlery set. This 
stylish cutlery set is a simple addition to any 
style of Bento Box and can easily be packed 
alongside every meal kit for a delicious, on-
the-go meal.
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Filo means "thread" in Italian.
A design that looks like they are pulled 
together by a thread.
A modern design that looks like a net 
connected by threads.
You can use it in any scene, regardless of 
the season. 
Product Category: Jewelry, Accessories

 ▞ FILO Maki-e brooch
Retail price in Japan 50,000 JPY js00033854

Urushi Art Hariya

08

08 | Urushi Art Hariya
Urushi Art Hariya is a company of handmade products established in 1981 that offers traditional 
Japanese crafts decorated using the maki-e technique. We create jewelry with mother-of-pearl 
and adorn them using maki-e, a lacquer craft technique that has been practiced in Yamanaka for 
over 200 years. Delicate and beautiful lacquer work is our specialty. With our desire to  gbring 
more and more lacquer into our everyday lives, " we strive to create works that of (See more...)
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A box for storing small articles decorated 
with maki-e lacquer.
Product Category: Storage Accessories

 ▞ Fuji in Spring and Autumn Pen Case

Retail price in Japan 3,000 JPY 

A folding screen clock with maki-e 
lacquer-work.
Product Category: Table Watch, Alarm 
Clock

 ▞ Spring and Autumn in Fuji, folding screen 
   clock

Retail price in Japan 5,000 JPY 

Accessory box with maki-e lacquer-work.
Product Category: Storage Accessories

 ▞ Fuji ni Shunju Accessory Box

Retail price in Japan 3,500 JPY 

This is a hand mirror with Maki-e on Mt.
Product Category: Table Mirror

 ▞ Fuji in spring and autumn, hand mirror

Retail price in Japan 2,500 JPY js00033429

Yamazaki Mataichi
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09 | Yamazaki Mataichi [1/2]

Our Business: We have three categories we are working onTraditional lacquer ware such as 
soup bowls and cups made of domestic zelkova using the traditional Yamanaka potter's wheel 
techniqueWe are working on developing not only soup bowls and cups made of traditional zelkova 
material using the traditional wiping lacquer technique, but also products that fit modern dining 
tables such as the "Toridori" series developed in recent years. (See more...)

js00033430 js00033431

js00033432
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A storage box for small items with screen 
maki-e
Product Category: Storage Accessories

 ▞ Spring and Autumn in Fuji Remote Control Rack

Yamazaki Mataichi
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09 | Yamazaki Mataichi [2/2]

Retail price in Japan 2,500 JPY 

js00033428

Our Business: We have three categories we are working onTraditional lacquer ware such as 
soup bowls and cups made of domestic zelkova using the traditional Yamanaka potter's wheel 
techniqueWe are working on developing not only soup bowls and cups made of traditional zelkova 
material using the traditional wiping lacquer technique, but also products that fit modern dining 
tables such as the "Toridori" series developed in recent years. (See more...)
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